
 

 

RECRUITMENT APPLICATION BC 

 

 

First name and last name: 

___________________________             ____________________________ 

 

Date of completing the application: ___ / ___ / 2022 

 

I am applying for the position of: | F&B restaurant manager | Ex Chef | Sous Chef | Line cook | 

| Sushi-cook | Cook-deliverer | Confectioner | Sommelier | Bartender | Barista | Shift manager | Hall 

manager | Senior waiter | 

Specific position: ________________________________________________ 

Experience in the above position: | ________ | Years 

Experience in gastronomy, total:  | ________ | Years 

Knowledge of languages [communicative] - | PL | ENG | UKR | ROS | GER | ITA | RUS | HIN |  

| other __________________________ | 

Gastronomy courses completed:  | ____________________________________ | grade ___ | 

 | ____________________________________ | grade ___ | 

 | ____________________________________ | grade ___ | 

Residence - only City / District: | ______________________ / _______________________ | 

I would like to work in a location away from the above-mentioned place of residence at a distance of 

| max 10km | max 20km | max 30km | max 50km | max 100km | anywhere in Poland | abroad | 

Give your strengths in the following topics [1-10] where 1- means weak, 10 - perfect: 

1. Knowledge of the Polish language  [ ] 

2. Knowledge of excell     [ ] relates to creating formulas, calculation templates,  

3. Delegating tasks     [ ] concerns working with subordinate staff 

4. FC inspection     [ ] is for Food Cost inspection, Chef, Sous, Mng rest. 

5. BC control     [ ] applies to Bar Manager, Bartender, Rest Manager. 

 



6. Control of losses and the condition of the warehouse.  

 [ ] applies to the Chef, Bar Chef, Restaurant Mng 

7. Creating organizational structures.  [ ] applies to Chefs and Restaurant Manager 

8. Conducting internal training    [ ] ability to conduct job training 

9. Create product orders.    [ ] market research, price control, networking 

10. Team work time control    [ ] applies to the Chef, Sous Chef, Rest Manager 

(graphics) 

11. Tolerance, atmosphere at work  [ ] building a positive atmosphere at work 

12. My willingness to change job  [ ] subject to the current notice period 

My shortest employment period during my professional career was: | _____ | months 

My longest employment time during my professional career was:  | _____ | years 

 

I allow the commencement of cooperation with a new Employer / Business Partner under: 

| employment contract | | commission contracts | B2B manager contract |  

|other: _________________________ | 

My financial expectations in the new workplace - monthly: | ______________ | PLN net 

  - per hour: | ______________ | PLN net 

I plan to start work in the new location on time: | specified | undefined | by contract | seasonal | 

If specified, please specify period of availability: from  | _______ / 2022 | - to |_________ | 

Minimum planned period of employment in the new location: | _____________________ months | 

At the moment I am actively working (employed): | YES | NO | 

The notice period at my current place of employment is  | ___ | weeks / months 

It declares its availability in the new workplace from: | _______ | _______ | _______ | 

All the above-mentioned information and data are entered by me personally and truthfully. 

I have a valid work permit in the territory of the Republic of Poland valid until:  

|___________________________| 

 

 

______________________________________________________ DATE | ______ | _____ | ______ | 

/ Candidate's signature / 

 



 

RODO 
I give my consent to Berio Consulting - Employment Agency / Personnel Consulting Agency with the 

Marshal of the Mazowieckie Voivodeship Certificate No. 24288 to process my personal data for the 

purpose of recruitment on my behalf. 

Information on the processing of personal data Due to the fact that from May 25, 2018, the 

provisions of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of April 27, 

2016 on natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data personal data and their free 

flow, I would like to inform you that the administrator of your personal data is the company Maciej 

Rogowski Berio, with its registered office in Warsaw at ul. Ignacego Potockiego 4/47 00-393.Personal 

data will be processed for purposes related to economic activity and business cooperation. You have 

the right to access the content of the data and to rectify, delete or limit processing, as well as the 

right to object, request the cessation of processing and transfer of data, as well as the right to 

withdraw consent at any time and the right to lodge a complaint with the supervisory body of the 

President of the Office of Protection Personal Data. Providing data is voluntary, but necessary to 

conclude or perform recruitment with the company: Maciej Rogowski Berio (Berio Consulting), 

started on the above-mentioned date. 

If the data is not provided, it will not be possible to recruit on your behalf. 

The data provided by you will not be made available to third parties not related to Maciej Rogowski-

Berio. Recipients of data will only be contractors Maciej Rogowski-Berio, institutions authorized by 

law, for which access is necessary to perform recruitment. The data will be stored by Maciej 

Rogowski Berio during the recruitment and for a period of 1.5 years (18 months) after its completion. 

The date of commencement of recruitment activities is the date indicated above on the completed 

Recruitment Application. 

I agree, - Legible signature - name and surname of the candidate and date: 

 

 

___________________________________ | ____________________________________________ 

 

 

DAY _____ | _____ | ______ | 

 

* The BC Recruitment Application should be scanned with any telephone 

application or scanner to the extension * PDF (the only acceptable format) and 

sent along with the current candidate's CV to the following address: 

biuro@berio.us The data will be stored by the Employment Agencies up to 18 

months from the date of submission. 


